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Points of Dispensing – The 50,000 Foot View 
A point of dispensing (POD) is a mechanism utilized by local public health officials during emergency 
situations to quickly and efficiently distribute medical countermeasures (testing or medications or 
vaccinations) to individuals. While the thought of providing medical countermeasures during a 
catastrophic emergency may seem like a daunting task, the process and system is simplistic and easy to 
execute. Five stations are utilized in a general POD layout: 

 

In Lucas County, the Toledo-Lucas County Health Department (known here after as ‘public health’) is 
responsible for all POD planning, training and logistics. During an emergency requiring mass distribution 
of medical countermeasures, public health will request assistance from both the State of Ohio and the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Once medical countermeasures arrive, public health will 
work to distribute these materials to locations and organizations throughout Lucas County.  

When a large-scale emergency occurs, such as a pandemic or terrorist attack, local public health may 
request resources to better handle the situation at hand. Lucas County has a robust amount supplies on 
hand to include: 

• N-95 respirators 
• Sterile gloves 
• Communication tools (radios, phones, 

etc.) 

• Large moving equipment (large trucks, 
backhoes, earth moving equipment, 
etc.) 

• Basic first aid tools 
• Basic over the counter medications 

Whenever an incident occurs when medication, vaccine, or testing is needed for the population, public 
health will generate a formal request with local officials, the State of Ohio, and the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC). After receiving the request, State and federal officials will provide 
assistance to Lucas County. Once these assets arrive, public health will break down the materiel by each 
POD location and will make it available for PODs to pick them up.  
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Medication vs. Vaccination Vs. Testing PODs 
During a public health emergency, medical countermeasures are utilized to prophylaxis the public to 
either 1) help stop the spread of a certain disease once it has arrived in the community or 2) act as a 
proactive protective measure to create “immunity” in the general population before the event occurs. 
Medical countermeasures will come as either medications, vaccinations, or test kits. Regardless of what 
types of countermeasure arrives to Lucas County, the flow and process for conducting a POD is similar. 

Points of Dispensing – Nuts and Bolts 
We have looked at what a POD is from a 50,000-foot view. Now, let us look at the details of the 
operation. Each of the sections and descriptions below is accompanied by a job action sheet. Job action 
sheets are located in your POD Squad Box. 

Registration Section 
The registration section is the first section of five that compose a POD. 
The registration section is responsible for getting POD patrons 
registered with their personal information and monitoring lines.  

Line Monitors:  
During a POD, the line to wait for medical countermeasures may be 
long. It is important that line monitors walk up and down lines to 
provide information about the POD, what the public health emergency 
is, and to dispel rumors that may be heard. Line monitors are also 
tasked with monitoring individuals who may be showing 
signs/symptoms of sickness. 

Registration Section Staff:  
Registration staff greet POD patrons and provide them with a POD registration form. The registration 
form will vary based on if a medication POD or vaccine POD is in operation. Regardless of whether it is a 
medication, vaccine, or testing POD, the registration section provides patrons with a form that needs to 
be completed to receive medical countermeasures. Examples of these forms are found in Appendix A: 
Medication POD Registration Form and Appendix B: Vaccination POD Registration Form. 

Screening Section 
The screening section is the second section of five that compose a 
POD. The screening section is responsible for reviewing all registration 
forms that have been brought into the POD. 

Screeners: 
The screening section is solely tasked to review the registration form 
completed by POD patrons. At this point in the POD, POD staff 
members discuss what medication, vaccine, or test individuals will 
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receive, discuss medication/vaccine/test information sheet, and discuss any/all fact sheets relevant to 
the public health emergency.  

All registration forms must be signed before anyone may receive medical countermeasures. 

Treatment section 
The treatment section is the third section of five that compose a POD. 
The treatment section is responsible for providing medication, vaccine, 
or test distribution to POD patrons, and to manage/inventory all 
medical countermeasures that are at the POD. 

Dispensing Section:  
The dispensing section is solely responsible for distributing medical 
countermeasures to POD patrons. Staff in the dispensing section will 
utilize the countermeasures provided, accurately account for, and 
distribute to POD patrons.  

Materiel Management:  
The materiel management section is responsible for keeping an accurate inventory of all supplies and 
medical countermeasures given to the POD at activation. Certain forms are required to be completed by 
material management. Appendix C provides the forms utilized by the treatment section.  

Support section 
The support section is the forth section of five that compose a POD. 
The support section is responsible for providing medical and logistical 
support to the POD. This section is elective for POD patrons but is 
necessary for POD operations. Not all patrons who go through the 
POD will need medical assistance or mental health services. 

First Aid:  
Provide basic first aid to POD staff members and any POD patron. First 
aid kits and training are the responsibility of the hosting organization.  

Mental Health:  
Provide mental health services to both POD staff and POD patrons who are in need. This section is 
critical for anyone who is having a difficult time with whatever situation is currently at hand.  

Security:  
Individuals who are able to provide security to the POD site as well as to the medical countermeasures 
at the facility. 

Logistics:  
Logistics will help get additional materials to the POD if and when they are needed.  
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Exit section 
The treatment section is the final section of a POD. The exit section is 
responsible for providing any last minute information to POD patrons 
who may need them. In addition, they are also seeking feedback in 
surveys as well as inputting information into computers or databases 
for the incident. 

Information/Referral:  
Provides information to POD patrons (fact sheets, public health 
brochures, etc.) in regards to the public health incident or disease at 
hand. An important component of this is any adverse reporting 
instruction sheets. POD patrons may either provide adverse reaction sheets to individuals or direct them 
to the appropriate website. 

Data Management:  
This is simply data entry into either a local or statewide database on current POD conditions, inventory, 
etc. 

POD Structure AND Staffing Requirements 
We have looked at the details of how a POD flows. Now, let us look at the general structure of the POD 
and the staff needed to successfully execute POD activation.  

Staffing requirements are dependent on the size of an organization and the employee census. A 
streamlined organizational structure will be utilized at all POD locations throughout Lucas County:
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Point of Dispensing (POD) Command Structure 
Toledo-Lucas County Health Department 
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The organization chart mirrors incident command structure (ICS) format that is used by many different 
first response organizations. Keep in mind the following characteristics of the POD organizational chart: 

• The POD Commander is responsible for all POD operations 
• The chart is modular and scalable to accommodate small or large PODs 
• Not all of the positions are required to be filled 
• All positions not filled by an individual will be assumed by the section and POD commander 
• The deputy POD commander must be able to assume command of a POD if the POD commander 

is not able 
• While not directly at your POD site, “local public health” acts as a liaison for your POD operation 

Note the sections listed on the organizational chart. Each of the sections corresponds to the specific 
POD station discussed in the 50,000-foot view. Additionally, each section is color coded to make flow 
easy for both POD staff and patrons.  

Core Management Team 
The core management team is responsible for maintaining continuity and authority at a POD site. On the 
organization chart, the core management team is the very top tier of positions as well as all section 
chiefs.  

The core management team is the primary group of individuals who are trained and will be the most 
knowledgeable about POD operations and logistics. The core management team is comprised of the 
following positions: 

1) POD Commander 
a. Oversees and manages all POD operations 

2) Deputy POD Commander 
a. Assists POD Commander to oversee and manage all POD operations 

3) Facility Officer 
a. Provides assistance with facility usage and assists with facility needs 

4) Safety Officer 
a. Ensures all aspects of POD operations are done safely 

5) Personnel Officer 
a. Oversees all human resources at POD 

6) Registration Section Chief 
a. Manages welcoming, registration and line monitors 

7) Screening Section Chief 
a. Manages review and verification of all registration paperwork 

8) Treatment Section Chief 
a. Manages medical countermeasure distribution and maintains medical countermeasure 

inventory status 
9) Support Section Chief 
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a. Manages first aid, mental health, security, and logistics  
10) Exit Section Chief 

a. Manages information/referral and data management  

Just in Time Training and Briefings 
Just in time training is completed to educate individuals of their job responsibilities and tasks at hand 
soon after an incident has occurred. Two just in time training sessions will occur before a POD is to be 
activated: 

1) POD commander to the Core Management Team 
a. POD commander will provide briefing of situation and discuss talking points on just in 

time training sheet 
2) Core Management Team to all POD Staff 

a. Core management team will provide a summary of the POD commanders briefing to all 
working POD staff members 

b. All POD staff will review job action sheets and completed supervisor and tasks box 

A basic situational report will be provided by local public health to each POD site. 

Credentialing 
All treatment section individuals must be licensed medical professionals with the State of Ohio and have 
up-to-date credentials in their field.  

Verification of credentials can be done with the State of Ohio eLicense Center. 

General Operations 

Initial Notification 
Local public health will notify all POD squad members of an impending public health threat to discuss 
what the threat is, what actions will be done to combat and mitigate the threat, and how to recover 
from the threat. More likely than not, a POD will not be opened unless the threat is of grave danger to 
the public’s health, highly communicable, and/or has high mortality.  

Once a POD has received the initial notification, the POD needs to begin call out’s and organizing the 
designated space to conduct POD operations.  

Activation 
POD operations need to become mobilized and running once the initial notification has been received. 
All materials needed for the incident are in the POD Squad Training Box as well as from public health. It 
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is local public health’s responsibility to provide any/all necessary information and materials (fact sheets, 
incident action plans, basic information, etc.) to all POD squad members.  

Appendix D contains a checklist for POD activation. Additional appendices at the end of this manual 
provide resources for POD operations.  

Opening and Sustainment 
Now that the POD has been mobilized, the POD can now be opened to provide medical 
countermeasures. By this time, all staff members have been briefed and job action sheets have been 
distributed. Transportation arrangements should be in place to collect and sign off on medical 
countermeasures at the Lucas County distribution site at the SeaGate Convention Centere in downtown 
Toledo.  

The following should be considered and through of when opening: 

• All of the sections should be clearly labeled with signage,  
• Flow through the POD should be clear and easy to follow,  
• Medical countermeasures are secured within the building, and 
• Communication is open between the POD location and local public health 

The sustainment and continuation of POD operations will be easy to maintain. The initial flow of patrons 
through the POD will be difficult until staff are comfortable and able to perform their job assignments. 
Appendix E will provide a checklist to maintain POD operations during each operational period. 

Any additional questions or issues should be relayed through the POD Commander to local public 
health. 

Demobilization 
When the public health threat has ceased, the POD can now begin the demobilization phase. 
Demobilization is a process that gradually shuts the POD down. In general, all POD staff will begin 
wrapping up all job duties and gradually shutting down their sections. All medical countermeasures are 
to be inventoried and sent back to the local distribution center. Appendix F provides a POD 
demobilization checklist. 

Closed POD Obligations 

Preliminary Paperwork 
To be recognized as a closed POD site in Lucas County, the follow documents are needed by public 
health: 

1) Point of Dispensing Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) 
a. A basic memorandum of understanding between public health and the closed POD 

member 
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2) Core Management Team Roster 
a. Roster of staff members that will be first to respond to the POD complete with name 

and contact information 
3) State of Ohio Security Site Assessment 

a. Security site assessment to review POD location by local public health and law 
enforcement official 

4) Lucas County POD Registration Form 
a. Formal registration form to sign POD site up with Toledo-Lucas County Health 

Department 
5) Exercise and Training Agreement 

a. Agreement to be signed explaining obligations and requirements for POD exercises and 
training 

Training Requirements 
As a POD site, your organization is required to do annual training with both public health and your staff. 
These training sessions are critical to ensure your organization and core management team are properly 
trained and are competent to stand up a POD. In addition, training requirements are needed by public 
health to verify contact information and successful training of the Lucas County POD Squad.  

Below are the training requirements for all closed POD sites: 

Training Requirement 
Frequency 

Quarterly Annually 
Phone call verification of primary 
points of contact with local 
public health 

X  
Review internal policies and 
procedures for POD activation 
with core management team 
and all POD staff 

 X 
Face-to-face POD refresher 
training for core management 
team with local public health 

 X 
Conduct one (1) POD activation 
full-scale exercise at organization 
with core management team 
and all POD staff 

 X 
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Appendix A:  
Medication POD  

Registration Form 
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Appendix B:  
Vaccination POD 

Registration Form 
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Appendix C: 
Materiel Management 

Forms 
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Appendix D: 
POD Activation 

Checklist 
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POD Activation Checklist 

Contact Information 

Write down who the primary and secondary POD contacts will be for your POD. The notification 
from public health will provide you with a primary and secondary contact name. 

Primary POD Contact 

Name:  

Mobile Phone:  

 

Secondary POD Contact 

Name:  

Mobile Phone:  

 

Primary Public Health Contact 

Name:  

Mobile Phone:  

 

Secondary Public Health Contact 

Name:  

Mobile Phone:  
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Recall Core Management Team 

Recall all members of your POD’s core management team.  

POD Commander 

Name:  

Mobile Phone:  

 

Deputy POD Commander 

Name:  

Mobile Phone:  

 

Facility Officer 

Name:  

Mobile Phone:  

 

Personnel Officer 

Name:  

Mobile Phone:  

 

Registration Section Chief 

Name:  

Mobile Phone:  

 

Screening Section Chief 

Name:  

Mobile Phone:  
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Treatment Section Chief 

Name:  

Mobile Phone:  

 

Support Services Section Chief 

Name:  

Mobile Phone:  

 

Exit Section Chief 

Name:  

Mobile Phone:  

 

Prepare POD Location 

� Facility for POD is available 

� Supplies are available and ready (pens, paper, clipboards, etc.) 

� Tables and chairs are available and placed into pre designated POD layout pattern 

� Lockable space available for medical countermeasures 

� POD commander provides briefing to all core management team personnel 

� Large POD signage is available and placed at different entrances, POD stations, etc. 

Receive Medical Countermeasures 

Send personnel and a vehicle to pick up medical countermeasures from the Lucas County Drop 
Site. County drop site location and instructions on where to park will be provided by local public 
health during initial notification call. Instructions on handling and storage requirements, 
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transfer of custody, and other paperwork will be provided by local public when you pick up the 
medical countermeasures. 

Final Requirements 

� Ensure all POD personnel sign in with the personnel officer and complete all necessary 
paperwork prior to starting shift 

� Provide all POD personnel with just in time training sheets 

� The POD commander provides a general briefing to all POD personnel 

� Section chiefs provide an additional briefing to all personnel working in their respective 
POD section 

 

POD is ready to open! 

 

Checklist completed by: 

Name:  

Date and Time:  
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Appendix E: 
POD Sustainment 

Checklist 
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POD Sustainment Checklist 

Contact Information 

Write down who the primary and secondary POD contacts will be for your POD for this shift. 
Contact public health to get the latest primary and secondary contact names. 

Primary POD Contact 

Name:  

Mobile Phone:  

 

Secondary POD Contact 

Name:  

Mobile Phone:  

 

Primary Public Health Contact 

Name:  

Mobile Phone:  

 

Secondary Public Health Contact 

Name:  

Mobile Phone:  
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Establish Core Management Team 

Identify personnel for your POD’s core management team’s next operational period/shift. 

POD Commander 

Name:  

Mobile Phone:  

 

Deputy POD Commander 

Name:  

Mobile Phone:  

 

Facility Officer 

Name:  

Mobile Phone:  

 

Personnel Officer 

Name:  

Mobile Phone:  

 

Registration Section Chief 

Name:  

Mobile Phone:  

 

Screening Section Chief 

Name:  

Mobile Phone:  
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Treatment Section Chief 

Name:  

Mobile Phone:  

 

Support Services Section Chief 

Name:  

Mobile Phone:  

 

Exit Section Chief 

Name:  

Mobile Phone:  

 

POD Operations 

� Identify and address any issues from previous POD commander in regards to POD 
operations 

� Supplies are available and ready (pens, paper, clipboards, etc.) 

� POD commander provides briefing to all core management team personnel for next 
operations period 

Final Requirements 

� Ensure all POD personnel sign in with the personnel officer and complete all necessary 
paperwork prior to starting shift 

� Provide all POD personnel with just in time training sheets 

� The POD commander provides a general briefing to all POD personnel at the start of 
next operational period 
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� Section chiefs provide an additional briefing to all personnel working in their respective 
POD section 

� Report any issues to local public health 

 

POD is ready to Keep Running! 
 

Checklist completed by: 

Name:  

Date and Time:  
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Appendix F: 
POD Demobilization 

Checklist 
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POD Demobilization Checklist 
POD Operations 

� Contact local public health that POD operations have been completed.  
o Local public health will provide guidance on any additional relevant information 

as well as instruction on returning unused medical countermeasures and 
supplies. 

� Clear tables of all medical countermeasures and supplies 

� Collect all paperwork (registration forms, personnel sign in sheets, time logs, etc.) 

� Take down all signage and return all tables/chairs to original room configuration (if 
applicable) 

Final Requirements 

� Ensure all POD personnel have signed in with the personnel officer and completed all 
necessary paperwork prior to leaving POD 

� Provide all POD personnel with a final briefing of the situation 

� Report any issues to local public health 

 

POD is Now Shut Down! 
 

Checklist completed by: 

Name:  

Date and Time:  
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